www.MobileResponseUnits.com

The Evolution of Expeditionary Solutions™

Powered. Watered. Connected. Secure.
When nothing else is.
The MRU is truly the most functional, versatile, and deployable asset ever invented. It is pulled by a standard pickup
and it deploys 8x24 feet of fully customizable SPACE. When the MRU is deployed, all the water, power, and
communications the functionality requires are built in.
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MILITARY AND
TACTICAL OPERATIONS
VERT REP configurable, reinforced flooring for unique load placements, and
ballistic coatings for small arms fire. WHS Elastic Grid™ daisy-chained power

VERT REP

can be aggregated from solar, wind, generator, or municipality into a shared

Clean Power

battery distribution system. This grid ensures clean, constant power for all
equipment. Satellite comms and water from air or industrial filtration can be
built into the grid ensuring access and reliability of all mission-critical utilities.

Full Utilities
Superior Durability

Mold, mildew, and termite resistant, fire retardant and all terrain ready. The
MRU is extremely easy to set up and insulated up to R-72.

MEDICAL MOBILITY
(CLINICS ON WHEELS)
The perfect solution for providing quality health care, using a mobile platform.
The equivalent care you would expect from a facility delivered to the most

Expandable

austere environments with the least difficulty. Quick to deploy clinics and

ADA Compliant

medical assets on wheels work seamlessly together to provide a continuity of
care that the disaster response community needs. These units provide access
to the tools that professional responders deserve to reduce suffering, expedite

Equivalent Care
Medical Surge Asset

care, and save lives.
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